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Introduction

There are at present no standards, national or otherwise» for fast

neutron dosimetrjt, and institutions using neutrons for radiotherapy or

radiobiology have to base their measurements on absolute dosimetry. There

have been quite a large number of informal in'ùercomparisons of local

dosetneters between centres» but fev of these have been reported in the

open literature, (N.P.L. 197^). In 1973. the International Commission for

Radiation Units and Measurements sponsored an intercomparison of neutron

dosimetry between a number of invited groups» who brought their dosemeters

for this purpose to the Brookhaven Motional Laboratory in the U.S.A., and

made measurements at a range of neutron energies extending from 0.2 to 15 MeV.

The results of this intercomparieon are not yet available. The Biology

Division of the Commission of the European Communities is planning an

intercomparison between European centres» to take place in i975>

As an alternative to these approaches, it would be useful to develop

a transfer instrument or instruments to be exchanged between institutions»

to facilitate intercomparisons, and the International Atomic Energy Agency

have sponsored the present project for this purpose.

The specification of such an instrument is based on the "Report of the

Psriel on Fast Neutron Dosimetry: Characterization, Standardization and

Intercomparîson, Ï.A.E.A. Vienna, 20 - 2.K Hovember» 1972". For the purpose

of this report the specification may be summarized as below:-

1. It should be possible to measure the total (neutron and gamma ray

dose) to an uncertainty of - 10$.

2. The neutron dose or the gamma ray dose should also be determined

to an uncertainty of - 1C#.

3. At least two instruments are required» one to determine the total

absorbed dose» and one to determine either the neutron o

dose.



4. These instruments would have to be usable in fields where

the radiation spectra are not known> so their responses should

not be strongly dependent, on the radiation spectrum.

5. The instruments should preferably be transportable through

the post) but it may be necessary to use a measuring system

which would be taken from centre to centre to centre by a

competent physicist.

The systems considered in this report are:-

1. the ferrous sulphate doeemeter.
fluoride

2. the lithii:m/thermoluminescent dosemeter

2. Ioniz&cion chambers with various walls and gases.

• ' 4. Photographic emulsions.

The radiation sources available for the experimental work have been

a D - I generator, and Californium sources. Some use has been made of the

radiation from the cyclotron at Hammersmith Hospital in London.

The I) - T generator gives primary neutrons of energy of about lV.7 MeV,

and some details of the arrangement are shown in fig. 1. The dose rate

available was about 30 rads/minute, depending on the placing of the

doeêmetérs, and the Y-ray component of the dose was about 15$ of the total.

Dnder these circumstances about 75& of the neutron dose was due to primary

neutrons, the remainder being due to scattered neutrons with a csntinuous

energy spectrum, comparable to a fission spectrum. (Hannan» Porter» Lawson

and Railton» 1973)- The radiation spectrum could be varied by interposing

a 10 cm thick tank of water between the source and detector* This increased

the vray dose to 28$ of the total» and reduced the primary neutron

component of the neutron dose to leas than 70$.

The cyclotron neutrons were in a colliinated beam, and had a

continuous energy spectrum with a mean energy of 8 MeV and extending up

to 16 MeV (Pairneil 1972), The y-ray component was about 3% of the total.

The dose rate available was 50 rads/min at 125 cm from the target.
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The sealed californium sources used give a continuous fission

spectrum extending to an upper neutron energy of about 10 MeV and having

a mean energy of 2.3 MeV (Meadows, 1967). About 30% of the total dose,

in air» is due to y-raye with a continuous photon energy spectrum extending

up to 2 MeV. In order to achieve usable dose rates which were uniform

over the dimensions of the detectors the californium source6 were placed in

a perspex jig which held them in two rings in a "Helmholtz Coil" arrangement.

Two jigs were used, one for larger specimens giving à dose uniform to - 2.3%

over a volume of 10 ml at a rate of 10 rad/hour while the other gave 60

rads/hour but only to a 1 ml sample.

For the y-ray irradiations required a Co-60 teletherapy unit was

available, as well as a jig holding two rings of cobalt sources, similar to

that for Cf-252 mentioned in the previous paragraph.

(1) The Ferrous Sulphate Dosemeter

This system has obvious advantages as a transfer dosemeter in that the

device to be transferred is only a limited number of irradiation vessels,

each containing a few ml of solution. The possible disadvantages of the

system is that rather high doses are required to obtain'reproducible results

and that although it has been extensively investigated as a'dbsemeter for

X-rays and electrons, rather limited information is available about its use

for neutron dosimetry.

In the past it has been accepted that a dose- of the order of thousands

of rads was required to get results with a standard error of one or two percent

for a limited number of readings. (I.C.R.U. Report 14-). Since the output of

most neutron generators is of the order of, tens- of rads/min., these dose levels

are not very practical for routine dosimetry. However Kartha (1970) and Law

(1971) have shown that with extra care in the preparation of solutions and

irradiation vessels, arrJ by the use of spectrophotometer cells of h- or 5 cm

optical path length (instead of 1 cm commonly used)» adequate results may be

obtained for doses of about 500 rads. Since the effect of trace impurities



may lead to systematic errors of several per cent at these low dose

levelSi it is considered necessary to test each batch of solution by

looking at its response to a dose of 500 rads of Cobalt-60 y-rays.

G values for the ferrous sulphate doseraeter for I2*- MeV neutrons have

been measured by Armstrong and Humphreys (1964)» Axtmanrs and Licari (196^)

and by Greene, Major and Law (1973 (a)) while Katz, Sharma and Homayconfar

(1972) have given a calculated value. Greene, Major and Law (1973 (b))

hav<3 also determined a G value for Californium neutrons. At least for the

short term, all the current work has been based on the locally measured

G-values. of 9.8 - 0,6 for the mixed n + y radiations from the 14 MeV neutron

source and 9.9 i 0.7 for the mixed neutron and y radiation from californium.

Since the "low dose" technique for the ferrous sulphate dosemeter is

comparatively new it was decided to start this part of the project by

reassessing the technique, using the 14- MeV and Californium neutrons available

at the Christie Hospital and the cyclotron neutrons available at Hammersmith

Hospital, London. The special problem that arises in using the system as a

transfer dosemeter is that both the solutions to be irradiated and the

unirradiated controls may have to be kept in their irradiation vessels for

long periods. The effect of storage has therefore been investigated.

Irradiation Procedures

All irradiations have been done in commercially available polythene

tubes with close fitting polythene lids. These were carefully cleaned by

standard chemical techniques» the final process before filling with samples

being a wash out with the solution itself. Between exposures the tubes were

kept filled with the ferrous sulphate solution.

For the test Cooalt-60 irradiations the tubes were irradiated with sheets

of hardboard in front to provide "build up" and a hardboard phantom behind to

give backscatter. The doses given were measured using a calibrated Farmer-

Baldwin doeemeter,



For most of the Ik- MeV neutron irradiations the tubes were held in a

polythene jig» which also served to establish charged particle equilibrium.

The doses given to ths tubes were based on measurements made with an ethylene

filled, polythene walled ionisation chamber, (Greene, 1971). All statements

of dose are total dose in soft tifssue i.e. neutron and gamma ray dose. Since

the G value for the system varies with L.E.T. (I.C.R.U. Report 10 (b)), 196^)

it might be expected that the response of the ferrous sulphate system would

depend on the amount of scattering material present, which may both change

the neutron spectrum, and the proportion of dose due to gamma rays. For this

reason some of the I1*- MeV irradiations were done with 10 cm of water placed

between the neutron source and the specimen jig described above. For the

Cobalt-60 and Ik MeV neutron irradiations the standard procedure was to

irradiation 5 tubes of solution simultaneously, and to compare their optical

density, after irradiation, with that of 5 unirradiated controls.

For the cyclotron neutron irradiations» specimens were exposed in a

collimated beam in air.

The califo.-nium exposures were made in a perspex jig where the sources

were held in two rings as described in the introduction. Exposures of

several days were required for each sample. Greene, Law and Major (1973 (a))

had already shown that the <3 value measured in this arrangement were the same

under scattering and non scattering conditions, "with the californium source

it was only possible to irradiate one specimen at a time.

Results

60,
Co measurements

60,,Almost all of ths Co irradiations were done at 500 rads, to show up any

faults in the solution when used for neutron measurements at the same level.

21 measurements were made at this dose using glass and polythene containers,

but two of these measurements were made with solution which was not purified

,with H2O2, (Davies and Law,-1963) and they were discarded. Using a G-value

of 15.6 - 0.1. (Fricks and Hart, 1966) the mean and standard error of the



remaining 19 was

483 - 6 rads

The standard deviation was k-,2%. The reason this result is low is that

it includes several results much below the nominal doae, which were thought

to be due to contaminated solutions. When neutron doses were measured»

only solutions which gave a Y-ray dose within 3% of the nominal dose were

used. Fig, 2 shows the system is linear with respect to dose.

14 NeV neutron measurements

Irradiation was to around 500 rads, but not usually to a round number.

Therefore to find the scatter, the increase in optical density per 100 rads

for each irradiation was calculated. The results used are those where the

accompanying Co irradiation gave a result within - 3% of the nominal dose.

Ten irradiations like this were done, of which one was more than 4 standard

deviations from the mean of the rest, so it was excluded. The mean of the

calculated dose of the rest is

104 _ 6 rads per 100 rade nominal.

The standard deviation of the results was 2.3$. Most of the error on the

calculated dose is contributed by the uncertainty in the G-value» the

standard error of the optical densities being 0.1%. Again the system was

tested for linearity v/ith respect to dose, as shown in K.g. 3»

Two exposures were made with 10 cm of water- between the neutron emitter

and the bottles of solution to slow down the neutrons, which gave optical

density/rad 1.3% higher than measurements made at the same time without the

water.

Californium measurements

Six irradiations were carried outj two at about 1000 rads, and four at

about 500 rads. The3e give a mean and standard error of

12.0 Î 0.9 rads/hr., s.d. = 3.5$

compared with a measured dose rate of 11.3 rads/hr to ferrous sulphate

solution, using a tissue equivalent ionisation chamber. Again most of the
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error is due to uncertainty in the G-value. The high standard deviation

is probably due to the fact that only one bottle per irradiation could be

used» where five were vsed before» and also the solution deteriorates in

the days needed for a single irradiation.

Cyclotron Measurements

No published G-values for cyclotron neutrons could be found in the

literature, so the basic measurements made were essentially for. the purpose

of determining this value for the radiation from the Hammersmith cyclotron.

The solutions used were made up and tested by the use of a C0-6O

irradiation as described and then dispensed into the polythene irradiation

tubes in Manchester. They were then transported to Hammersmith and irradiated

in batches of five in the.collimated beam. The doses given were measured by

ionization chambers brought from Manchester. The. irradiated specimens were

then brought back to Manchester» and "read out" on the same day as they had

been irradiated. The controls went through ihe same procedure, except of

course for the irradiations.

The results of five sets of measurements are given in figi h-, where the

changes in optical density to individual specimens are plotted as a function

of dose. The straight line is the least squares fit of all the data. The

doses given are total doses, i.e. they include the 3% gamma ray contribution.

The G value deduced from the fitted straight line is 9.8 i 0.7

The scatter on the results, particularly at the lower dose levels, is

much greater than on. measurements made on the same solutions using either

garnirx rays or Ik- MeV neutrons. This increase in scatter is thought to be

due to the increased time between irradiation and read out, and to the

agitation given to the solution in transit, for the cyclotx-on irradiated

specimens. . ...

Summary of G-values

It may be useful to summarize the G values from these and earlier

measurements, as in table 1.
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The first four rows of the table give measured values in mixed

radiation fields, the gamma ray component of the total dose being given

in each case. The remaining rows give derived values for the neutron

components alone. It has also been shown that for the 14 MeV neutron

source that the use of 10 cm of water ss a scatterer between the source

and ferrous sulphate specimen does not change the G value by more than

1 or 2%.

Deterioration of FeSO, Solution

The solution oxidises while standing, increasing the optical density.

This happens slowly when the solution is stored in a flask, but once it has

been dispensed into the polythene tubes, the optical density increased by

about 0.0150 per day, measured in 4 era cells. (Fig. 5). This is the increase

in optical density caused by about 100 rads of 2-rays» or 150 rads of Ik- MeV

neutrons. The scatter in each set of five bottles also increases, as can be

seen on the graph (Fig. 6). These trends were confirmed by some solution

which was taken to America to be irradiated, but brought back unirradiated.

The optical densily had increased by about 0.0130 per day» and the standard

error on the optical densities of four bottles was - 0.02, equivalent to about

200 rads of Ik MeV neutrons. This means that if a calibrated dose of 500

rads was given to a solution abroad, and the time for the round trip for

the bottles was two weeks, the dose would be read as 500 i 200 rads.

A measurement was made of the increase in optical density when the

solution was stored in 5 ml glass tubes, as used for exposing the solution

in y-rays. The increase found was 0,0036 - 0.0009 per day» giving an error

of - 0.0120 in two weeks, or roughly Î 120 rads of Ik MeV neutrons.

Conclusions

These results verify that the ferrous sulphate dosemeter is a useful

device for measuring total (neutron and y-rays) dose in a neutron field, and

that the results are not significantly changed by variations in the amount of

scattered radiation present. To achieve reasonable accuracy at dose levels



Table 1

Summary of G-values for neutrons

Radiation G-value

1'+ MeV neutrons (.15% gamma ray)

Cf-252 neutrons (315' gamma ray)
Cf-252 neutrons (k&% gamma rays)
Cyclotron neutrons (5% gamma ray)

14 MeV neutrons

Cf-252 neutrons in air

Cf-252 neutrons slowed by 5 cm water

Cyclotron neutrone

9.8 i 0.6

9.9 - 0.7
10.1 I 0.8

9.8 - 0.7

8.9 - 0.6

7.5 - 1.1

6,1 Î 1.5

9.5 - l.o
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of the order, of 500 ruds. the solutions should not be more than a week

old. On this basis two centres using neutrons could intercompare their

dosimetry provided each one was equipped to carry out ferrous sulphate

dosimetry and to test their solutions by making Cobalt-60 irradiations.

The best way to do this would be for the centres to exchange flaeke

of solution and empty bottles, which would only be filled immediately before

exposure and readout. This way the same accuracy could be achieved between

two centres as within one centre.

The deterioration of the solution» whether in polythene or glass

containers» severely limits its usefulness as a transfer dosemcter. The

time taken to poet bottles of solution abroad, irradiate them» and post them

back would lead *o unacceptable uncertainties at a dose level of 500 rads.

If doses of around 10,000 rads coulci be given, then ferrous sulphate could

be used, but as the dose rate of most neutron generators is tens of rads a

minute, this is not practicable. The conclusion is then that the ferrous

sulphate dosemeter is not suitable for transfer neutron dosimetry, where the

doses used are of the order of 500 rads.

(2) Thermoluminescent Dosimetry

This system again offers the possibility of using small specimens that

can be exchanged through the post as a transfer device. The use of lithium

fluoride for this purpose has been investigated, from two points; of view:-

i. In a -non hydrogenous container, tho Lif dosemeter is rather

insensitive to neutrons» and therefore has value as a device

for measuring y-rays present in A neutron field (Karzmark, White

and Fowler, 196^, Naylor G. P. 1967).

ii. The sensitivity of the system to neutrons can be increased by

using hydrogenous containers, or using phosphor containing

lithium-6, which undergoes a Li(n, '' ) H reaction with thermal

neutrons.
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If the differential between i. and ii. ie sufficiently large,

simultaneous exposure of such a pair of specimens can in principle be used

to make determinations of the neutron and x-r&y dose.

Experimental Details

Specimen Holders

For the non-hydrogenous containers) aluminium, PTFE and lead were

tried, Blum, Bewley and Heather (1973) showed that using aluminium

containers for the CaF? thermoluminescent dosemeter in a neutron beam gave

false results due to activation of the aluminium. Because of this, the

effect of containers on lithium fluoride was investigated, by irradiating

containers empty» then filling them and waiting 2k hours. Lead containers

were rejpTted because lead's high atomic number makes determination of the

tissue dose difficult when the y-my spectrum is not known.

The hydrogenous containers were polythene, and to increase the

available protons in the system, the LiF crystals were mixed with alcohol.

Measurements have shown that the presence of the alcohol does not effect

the response of the system to Y-rays« Paraffin jelly and glycerin were

also used to increase th<? hydrogenous material present. Lithium fluoride

containing only the isotope lithimn-7 was normally used in these containers,

as in the non-hydrogenous containers, though a few measurements were made

using phosphor with the natural proportion of 7.5$ lithium-6.

The LiF Reader

This is a home made device of conventional design which records the

light output from the heated crystals in the form of glow curves, that is,

it plots a signal proportional to the light output from the crystals against

their temperature, as they are heated up. This type of curve is shown in

Fig, 7 and the intégral of the curve, which can also be plotted directly

is shown in Fig. 8. The two peaks shown in Fig. 7 are exhibited when the

system has been exposed either to y-rayB or to a mixed neutron and y-ray

field, but it was noted that the relative height of the B C peak was

increased with respect to that of the A B peak in the latter case.(fig. 9)
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with, either a hydrogenous or non hydrogenous container. This result

can bo interpreted by the assumption that the relative increase in the

smaller peal? is a direct effect of the neutrons on the LiF system. Since

the object is to minimize this direct effect, it is better to read out

the nrinwer in terms of the .-irea under the A B peak, i.e. as B - A in

Fig. 8.

Irradiation Procedures

LiF in P.T.F.E. containers and in the alcohol filled polythene

containers were exposed simultaneously in the beam from the 3.4 MeV neutron

generator to a dose of about 200 rads. Th.s dose again is the total neutron

plus gamma ray dose as measured by the polythene-ethylene ionisation chamber.

From each container 7 specimens for read out are obtained so that a mean value»

the standard deviation and standard error may be obtained. As is standard

practice, each batch of LiF used is calibrated by exposing a sample to Co-60

gamma rnys.

Similar exposures have been made to Californium-252 radiation» using a

cylindrical array of sources as previously described.

Results

Naylor (1Q67) showed that different brands of lithium fluoride phosphor

have different variations from a linear relationship between reading and dose.

He found Conrad N phosphor was very non-linear, whereas Harshaw TLD-100 was

very nearly linear. As Harshaw TLD-700 was being used for the present work,

the linearity of its response with dose was checked for Co Y-rays and for

14 MeV neutrons, as shown in fig. 10 arid fig. 11. These show that if the

doses are kept below 500 rads, the phosphor gives a linear response with dose.

In these measurements of linearity and all other measurements» the

background readings taken when no powder is put on the heater» has been

subtracted. It was found that the reading without powder was the same as the

reading from the unirradiated powder, within the errors of the system.
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'Phis background reading increased during the hour or two of reading out

a batch of samples, so it was measured regularly during readout, and

each reading of irindiated powder had the appropriate background readi <g

subtracted from it.

Tubc-3 of lithium fluoride irradiated with a known dose of Co Y-rays

were used to calibrate the system, and were read out ench tirae measuremente

were made . Checks showed that the Co y-ray reading did not change

significantly if the lithium fluoride was immersed in alcohol» or irradiated

in PTFE tubes, or irradiated with 250 keV x-raye, instead of 1.25 MeV Co

Y-rays.

Neutron Measurements

Initially, the response of LiF to neutrons was increased by placing

it in narrow polythene tubes (2 mm internal diameter) in a polythene jig,

so that charged particle equilibrium was established in the polythene. The

tubes were then filled with alcohol, this being used rather than water as

lithium fluoride is slightly soluble in water. If the tubes were left open

for the 2k- hours routinely allowed between irradiation and readout» the

alcohol evaporated. The sensitivity of this method to the l4 MeV neutron

beam, both in air and behind water, and to the californium neutrons is shown

in Table 2.

The sensitivity observed is lower for lower energy neutrons, and it was

thought this was because of the small amount of hydrogenous material between

the lithium fluoride crystals, and because of the short range of protons in

relation to size of the crystals. To remedy this, the first solution tried

was to suspend the powder in paraffin jelly» which could afterwards be

dispersed with ether. The ether did not dissolve the paraffin jelly nly

suspended it for a minute or two, after which it would sink in the ether.

This method relied on the fact that the lithium fluoride settled out of the

ether faster than the paraffin, so they could be separated. The results of

using this method are also given in Table 2.



Table 2

Sensitivity of lithium fluoride to neutrons

l*f MeV neutrons

lk MeV neutrons,
slowed by 10 cm of water

25?'Cf neutrons

Response per rad of neutrons, taking
response per rad of Co y-rays = 100

Power immersed
in alcohol

30 i

23 Î 5

10 t 6

Powder suspended
in paraffin jelly

50 Î 3

k? t

io i 6

The figures are calculated assuming 15 - 5% of the dose from the 14 MeV

neutron beam is delivered by y-rays» 28 - 3% of the slowed neutron beam

dose, and 31 1 5% of the Cf dose. Standard error due to scatter is

typically ± 1?<.
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The next step was to use finer powder than before. This was obtained

when a new batch of TLD-XK) powder was received from the manufacturer, and

was sieved as usual to make sure all the powder fell through the 177 pm

sieve, and was stopped by the 6j |im sieve. This time, all the lithium

fluoride that passed through the finer sieve was retained for neutron

dosimetry. When powder this fine is dispersed in ether, it does not settle
not

out quickly, as the coarser powder does, so it was/thought practical to mix

it with paraffin jelly, as it would be difficult to recover. Instead it was

mixed with another hydrogenous material» glycerin, which could later be

dissolved in alcohol. The lithium fluoride settled out of the glycerin a

few hours after it had been mixed (or in less time if it was warm), so this

would not be a suitable method for transfer dosimetry, but could show if the

method was worth developing.

Handling the very fine lithium fluoride powder was awkward, as it was

easily blown away, and difficult to measure out £.c«urately. The normal method

of dispensing lithium fluoride was by volume, but as the fine powder did not

settle in the dispenser, a different weight was delivered each time. This was

overcome by using p. vibrator to settle the powder, and improved results were

obtained, though the sensitivity was still not independent of neutron energy.

However, this was not pursued as calculations indicated that an energy-

insensitive dosemeter could not be made by this method. Zanelli (private

communication) ha~ shown that response per rad for different sizes of lithium

fluoride grain does not very much down to 15 Mm, below which there is a steep

fall in response. Taking this as the smallest practical grain size date given

by Bnrkas and Berger (196*0 shows that 15 jim is about the range of a 1 MeV

proton in LiF. This means that & 15 um grain of TjiF will not be a Bragg-Gray

cavity to neutrons unless they have energies of several MeV. The response of

lithium fluoride in a hydrogenous material will therefore decline with

decreasing neutron energy even if 15 ^m instead of 0.1 mm particles could be used.
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The possibility of competent ing for tho proton-detecting dosemeters1

low sensitivity to low neutron energies with another dosc-metor, containing

lithium-6 was investigated. When TLD-1OC, which contains lithium-6, is

surrounded by n moderating material» its sensitivity to lower energy neutrons

is incrensed. If the low neutron energy censicivity of TLD-100 could be

combined with the high energy sensitivity of tho TLD-7OO doecineters discussc-d

nbovc, then n uniformly sensitive dosemetcr is feasible. However» there are

many obstacles to balancing the twr parts of such a downeter, if it is

possible nt all. A rnnge of neutron sources of different energies with

little Y-ray contamination wculd be needed to balance them, and the

difference in size of the two parts would make interpretation of the

readings difficult.

Y-ray Measurements

To measure the Y-rav content of a neutron beam» the lithium fluoride

holder should not contribute any dose due to interactions with the neutrons,

but in practice this is difficult to achieve. Aluminium holders are often

used> but these are made radioactive by the neutron beam. The effect of this

on lithium fluoride was investigated» to see if a significant dose was given

to the powder by induced radioactivity. Similar measurements were made with

PTFE containers, ind the possibility of using lead vas investigated.

To observe the radioactivity induced, an aluminium holder was irradiated

in the 14 MeV neutron beam, and its radioactivity monitored by a scintillation

counter, and recorded on a strip chart. This showed up three separate half-

lives, two short ones and one of about 16 hours. Aluminium irradiated with

14.3 MeV neutrons undergoes three reactions, 27A1 (r., y) A2, 27A1 (n, X ) Na,

and 27A1 (n, p)2?Mg. • •

Using CaF.,: Mn as a thermoluminescent material, Blum, Bewley and

Heather (1973) exposed two dosemeters in aluminium containers to the cyclotron

neutron beam at Hammersmith Hospital, One of the dosemetere was removed from
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its holder immediately after irradiation! and the other left in until

read out 24 hours later. The CaF that had been left in the container

gave a lb% higher reading than tho other, the increase being l.h-% of the

total neutron dose given.

To make a similar measurement for lithium fluoride in the 14 MeV neutron

beam an empty aluminium holder was irradiated with ]> MeV neutrons, then

filled with lithium fluoride at the same time as an unexposed control

container. Af\or ZK hours, tho lithium fluoride in tho exposed container

gave a reading in excess of the control reading equivalent to 3£' °f the dose

given to the container.

The measurements by Wingate et al (1967) of lithium fluoride's

sensitivity to fast neutrons are probably overestimates, as they were made in

aluminium containers with 2 or 3 an internal diameter. Those will have more

lithium fluoride in contact with the walls than the h mm internal diameter

tubes used in the experiment mentioned above, so would be expected to receive

a higher dose from radioactive walls. Wingate et al found that the response

per rad of Ik- MeV neutrons was about \~i% of the response per rad of Co y-r

and dropped by a factor of ten for 1 MeV neutrons.

PTFE and lead were tried as alternatives to aluminium as container

materials. It was found that if a PTFE container was filled with lithium

fluoride immediately after exposure of the container, it gave à reading of

0.5% of the dose given to the container. If the phosphor had been in the

container during irradiation» it would have received a larger dose than this

from the radioactive walls» during the time taken for exposure. Lead containers

gave the lithium fluoride a higher response to y-"ays than PTFE, but if the

readings from the neutron beam were scaled down for this higher response »

lead gave very similar results to PTFE, the same within the errors of the

method.

PTFE was chosen for y-ray measuremenbs, as it was the most convenient

material» and the results it gave in the neutron beam» in air and in water»
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and in the californium jig wore the same ras the amounts of y-rays believed

to be present- within less than - 5£>> the accuiacy to which the y-ray

contamination is known. The sensitivity of lithium fluoride to Ik MeV

neutrons was found to be 't- - 3% of its sensitivity to Co y-rays, compared

with 17% found by Wingate et al (1967). The lower value found here is

probably duo to the use of PTFE rather than aluminium containers» and

possibly due to reading out only the first peak of the glow curvu, though

Wingate et al do not say what temperature they heated the phosphor to.

McGinley (1972) repeated th; measurements of Wingate et al with TLD-7OO,

obtaining a 1*»- MeV neutron sensitivity 18.6% cf the y-ray sensitivity.

McGinley says that the phosphor was shielded with 0.32 om of LiF to eliminate

thermal neutrons, but it is not clear whether this was in the form of a solid

container of LiF, or a double-walled container» with the space between the

walls filled with LiF powder. If the container was double-walled, it may

have contributed some dose to the phosphor. McGinley does not state whether

he read out all or part of the glow curves.

Conclusions

None of the methods investigated of using lithium fluoride to measure

neutron doses produced a dosemeter which could be used for all th<? neutron

spectra likely to be encountered. The systems using TLD-700 were useless

below about 5 MeV. A system using TLD-100 would not conform to the terms of

this project as it would need a large moderator> and could not give the dose

at a point in a phantom. Apart from this» it would be very difficult to

calibrate.

Lithium fluoride was found to be a good dosemeter for measuring y-rays

in the presence of neutronsi if PTFE containers are used» and the high

temperature peak on the flow-curve is not read out. Its sensitivity to

14 MeV neutrons was 4 Î % of its sensitivity to Co y-rays. Its sensitivity

to Cf spectrum neutrons was found to be 2 t 6%.
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(3) Photographic Dosimetry

The blackening of photographic film by radiation is commonly used

for X-ray and y-ray dosimetry» especially for personnel dosimetry* The

sensitivities of the films depend on photon energy» but this can be

corrected for by usinp; metal filters either to give more uniform sensitivity,

or to reveal the photon spectrum to normalise the sensitivity.

Film is also used to measure the y-ray content of neutron beams (Bewley

and Parnell, 1969) as it has a very low sensitivity to neutrons if exposed

in a lead shield. The possibility of using a pair of film dosemeters was

investigated, the idea being that one could be exposed in a hydrogenous

container and one in a lead container. The former would give a response

proportional to the (n and y) dose while the latter might give the x-ray dose

only.

However, an investigation by Tochilin, Shumway and Kohler (1956) showed

that in four photographic emulsions the sensitivity to protons declined

rapidly below 50 MeV. This means that film would have a sensitivity to protons

of interest (0 - Ik- .MeV) of only about 10?.' of its y-ray sensitivity, and would

be energy dependent. In view of the y-ray component of neutron beams» this

sensitivity is too low to allow accurate neutron dosimetry. •

The response to lower energy neutrons could be boosted by putting the

film in contact with a layer of Li - bearing material, which would emit

<X -particles on irradiation with thermal neutrons. But the film sensitivity

needs increasing over the neutron energy spectrum 0 - 14 HeV> which would

require a large ..ioderator (at least 15 cm of polythene) to thernialise neutrons,

and even then would probably not give an energy-independent dosemeter. Also»

Li is more easily introduced in a lithium fluoride dosemeter.

Altogather, photographic film dosimetry seemed to offer no advantages

and several disadvantages compared with lithium fluoride dosimetry, and so was

not pursued.
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)Ionisation Chambers

Ionisation chambers would not be very convenient as transfer dosimeters,

as they might be damaged by being posted, and it would be difficult to

provide the same gas fillings at every contre. They have the advantage, that

for measuring the total neutron plus Y-yay dose, they are more accurate than

the other methods used.

Greene (1971) gives a description of the type of ioniGation chamber used,

and the calculations necessary when using an ethylene-fillod polythene chamber,

ïhe ionisation chambers used were cylindrical with 6 mm diameter x 1 cm gas

cavities, and 2 mm thick walls» and were all made the same shape and size so

that results could be compared between them. The voltage applied across them

was 90 V, which was found to be enough to collect almost all of the ions formed,

without creating cascades of ions. According to Boag (1966), the collection

efficiency of a cylindrical ionisation chamber is inversely proportional to

the square of the applied voltage» V. Therefore» for each of the chambers in

a y-ray and a neutron field» the output was plotted against /V > and /V = 0 .

This gave a percentage correction for the lack of saturation of the chamber.

Equations used to evaluate the results

When a Chamber is exposed to y-rays» it can be regarded as a Bragg-Gray

cavity, as the ranges of the electrons are long compared with the cavity. If

the ionisation chamber i6 given Xc roentgens in the calibration jig, and gives

a reading Re, then in'a Y-ray field,

D = f c Xc R (1)

D = dose in rads in the chamber wall material

R = reading obtained from dose

f = rads/roentgen for the chamber wall material

To convert this into rads in soft tissue»

D . = (u/p) tissue D
(ji/p) chamber wall Y

dose in rads to soft tissue

(2)
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) tissue = mass attenuation coefficient of tissue in the y-ray field

chamber wall = mass attenuation coefficient of the chamber wall in

the Y-ray field.

In a pure neutron fielcW other factors are needed;

Dn = K.F. tissue
K.F. chamber

Wn
We

Sn fc Xc
R

(3)

Wn _

We =

Sn =

S Y =

Dn = neutron dose in rads to soft tissue

K.F. tissue = kerma factor (korma per unit neutron fluence) for tissue

for the neutron energy concerned.

K.F. chamber = weighted mean of kerma factors of wall material and gas

for the neutron energy concerned

W value in the gas for the charged particle spectrum

generated by the neutrons

W value in the gas for electrons

saturation correction for neutrons

saturation correction for y-rays.

The rtlative weights of the two kerma factors that make up K.F. chamber

are difficult to calculate. This is unnece&sary if the wall and the gas are

the same material, or have the same kerma factors. As such calculations often

have large errors on them because neutron and charged particle spectra are not

knownj it is preferable to have the wall and gas as similar as possible.

Using equations 2 and 3> the conditions for the two dosemeters can be

set out. For measuring the total dose from neutrons and Y-rays, an ideal

chamber would have characteristics such that

Dn + Dyt = A (Rn + Ry) (**•)

where A is a constant. For this to be so» the proportionalities between dose

and reading in equations 2 and 3 would have to be the same, i.e.

K.F. tissue . Wn . Sn = (\x/ p) tissue ..... (5)
K.F. chamber We Sy (\i/ p) chamber wall

Thus because Wn . Sn £ 1,
We Sy
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a perfectly tissue equivalent chamber is not ideal» as 'A' in equation 't-

would not be constant, but would bo a function of the relative proportions

of neutrons and y-rays in a beam. The condition for a dosemeter that is

sensitive to y-rays but not to neutrons is

K.F. tissue . Wn . Sn s . (p/ p) tissue
K.F. chamber Wo Sy •'' (|V p) chamber wall

• • • • • (6)

As the other factors in equation 6 are fixed» this means minimising K.F.

chamber and maximising {\i/ p) chamber wall. In practice no material has a

large value of (p/ p) throughout the y-ray spectrum, and it is more important

to keep p) tissue as constant throughout the spectrum

{\i/ p) chamber wall
as possible> so that the sensitivity of the chamber does not vary too much

with Y-ray energy.

The only elements for which kerma factors are available up to neutron

energies of 15 MeV are the eleven main elements of tissue» calculated by Ritts

et al (1970). These are the only materials that can be used for the walls and

gas of a chamber if its sensitivity to neutrons is to be calculated. Values

of (n/p ), We and fc can be obtained from IGRU (1964), and values of Wn from

Dennis (1973). The values of Wn were calculated only for tissue-equivalent

gas, ethylene» acetylene and carbon dioxide> so if other gases were used,

estimates would have to be made of Wn. Wn for the gases mentioned has a spread

of values of t 12$ for 14.7 MeV neutrons, and of t 17$ for 1 MeV neutrons.

However, inaccuracies of this size in an estimate of Wn for a gas would not be

a serious handicap if the sensitivity of the chamber to neutrons was low» so

that the reading due to y-rays predominated. The spread in values of kerraa

factors is very much greater, more than an order of magnitude, so for kerma

factors more precise details are necessary.

Chambers used

Polythene-ethylene chamber

The idea of this chamber is to avoid difficult calculations, by using

walls and gas with the same chemical composition, C_H. . Polythene has about

the same proportion of hydrogen as tissue» and its lack of oxygen is made up
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with carbon» which has similar characteristics. Unfortunately» as polythene

is not a conductor» it has to be provided with electrodes of a different

material. To do this» the polythene is coated with Aquadag» a collwidal

suspension of graphite in water, and allowed to dry. This can.give a very

thin coating» less than 1 mg/crn > and carbon is more tissue-like than other

conductors.

The presence of the carbon does not matter, so long as it does not

significantly affect the charged particle spectrum - i.e. if it is thin

compared to the range of the secondary particles. This is so for y-rays,

but not for all energies of neutrons. In this case the data of Barkas and

Berger (1964) suggests that 1 mg/cm of carbon is not "thin" for neutrons

of less than a few MeV. This sets an approximate lower limit on the neutron

energies for which a polythene-ethylene chamber can be expected to be accurate,

if the carbon coating has been found to be 1 mg/cm .

This calculation is supported by measurements made at Brookhaven in

July 1973 as part of the I.C.E.U. Intercomparison, which compared a polythene-

ethylene chamber with a conducting plastic one filled with tissue equivalent

gas. It was found that the polythene-ethylene gave significantly lower

readings than the other for doses of neutrons of 0.6? MeV arid 2.1 MeV, but

not for 5-5 MeV and 15 MeV neutrons. For these reasons, the polythene-ethylene

chamber was used in these experiments to calibrate the monitor ionisation

chamber of the 14 MeV neutron generator, but was not investigated as a general

neutron dosemeter.

Conducting plastic chamber

Another approach, to avoid the difficulties of a carbon layer, is to

use tissue equivalent plastic» which is a conductor (Hossi, 1956)» a tissue

equivalent gas mixture consisting of methane» nitrogen and carbon dioxide

is used. As it would be much simpler for a transfer dosemeter if it could

be air-filled» the effect of changing from tissue-equivalent gas to air was

investigated.
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Carbon Chamber

To make a dosemeter which is insensitive to neutrons, a low kerma

factor for neutrons is necessary. Unfortunately the materials treated by

Ritts et al (1970) which have the lowest kerma factors throughout the

neutron spectrum ore either non-conducting or highly reactive. Carbon is

the only clement which conducts and is stable, so a dosemeter was made out

of it. The gas used was carbon dioxide, as this was closest to the wall

material. Air was also tried as a filling» because of its convenience.

Sulphur Chamber

Sulphur has a much lower kerma for high energy neutrons than carbon,

and i& obtainable in a pure form and is stable. Its drawbacks are that it

is difficult to machine and it does not conduct. The second objection can

be overcome by coating the sulphur with carbon, as long as the carbon can be

made thin enough not to turn the chamber effectively into a carbon-walled

one. The difficulty in machining was overcome, after trying different

solutions, by compressing sublimed sulphur, in an aluminium die. When this

kind of sulphur is compressed beyond a certain point, it coalesces, and

remains in a solid block. It is fragile in this stage, but may bé machined

if care is taken. After compaction, a cavity was machined in the sulphur,

and most of the aluminium removed,, leaving a little to hold 'the chamber

together.

For the gas filling of the sulphur chamber, argon was chosen. Chlorine

or sulphur dioxide would have been better from the pdint of view of calculating

the chamber response to neutrons, but both are poisonous and not' suitable for

a transfer dosemeter. The kerma factors for argon are not known as well as

for the other materials used, but Williamson and Mitacek (1967) calculated the

kerma factors up to 10 MeV, assuming the total cross-sections were due to

elastic collisions.
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With nil the gns-filled chamborB, the 2»8 flow was adjusted BO that

if a tube carrying the gas away from the ionisation chamber was put just

under a water surface, one or two bubbles a second emerged. The gas was

allowed to flow for about half an hour before any measurements were made

with a chamber, to ensure that all the air had been flushed out, and also

to allow electrical instruments to settle down.

Calculation of the Ionization Chamber Constants

Using equations (2) and (3), and data from I.C.R.O. Report 10(b) (19W-),

Bach and Caswell (1968) and Dennis (1973) it is possible» in principle» to

calculate the properties of all the ionization chambers mentioned. In

practice this is difficult because the factor "K,F. chamber" in equation 3>

is a weighted mean of the "kerma per unit neutron fluence'1 for the wall and

pas of the chamber,and the weighting, factors» Which are a function of neutron

energy are difficult to determine. As previously stated» this problem is

avoided if both wall and gas have the same kerma factors, so the calculation

is straightforward for the tissue equivalent chamber. It has also been done

for the carbon - CO chamber, where the kerma factors for carbon and COp are

close enough to allow equal wrighting to be used without excessive error.

Where air filling is used, then the difference between» for example» the

kerma factors for tissue equivalent plastic and air are so large, that it

is difficult to do meaningful calculations.

The calculated equations for the qualities investigated are given in

tables 3 and k-. The uncertainty on the numerical factors in the Dn equations

are about - 1% for the tissue equivalent chamber and about i 20% for the

carbon chamber. The uncertainty in the numerical factors for the DY equations

is about - 3?o for both chambers.

It can be seen from table 3 that the tissue equivalent chamber has a

sensitivity which is constant inside its uncertainty over a wide range of

neutron energies and for any mixture of neutron and gamma ray dose.
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The carbon chamber ie much less sensitive to neutrons than gamma

rays» its sensitivity to neutrons being a rapidly varying function of

energy.

A more detailed discussion of the calculation of the numerical

factors for tissue equivalent and carbon - CO chambers, for the radiation

from californium-252 is given by Greene and Major (197^).

Experimental results with ionization chambers

Response of the chambers to neutrons

Measurements were made with the different chambers for the Ik- MeV

neutron beam, both in air and through 10 cm of water, and neutrons from

californium-252.

After initial measurements, experiments on the sulphur chambers-were

dropped for two reasons. The first waa that its response to the mixed beam

of neutrons and y-rays in relation to its response to Co y-rays wa s higher

than that of the carbon chamber. This result was unexpected, and it is

thought to be due to the fact that n/p for sulphur rises much more steeply

for low energy y-rays than ̂ i/p for carbon (ICRU, 1964). This indicated that

a significant proportion of the y-rays in the neutron beam were below 0.2 MeV.

Although a high sensitivity to the y-rays in a neutron beam is desirable for

this type of chamber, this is an energy-dependent sensitivity, and will be

different for different y-ray spectra, which is not desirable.

The second reason it was not thought worthwhile to investigate the

. sulphur chamber further was that it realised that although the carbon layer

ie- "thin" for the protons produced by high energy neutrons, it is not for the

heavier particles, such as carbon nuclei, which will be detected in this case.

In effect, because heavier particles than protons are being observed, the

sulphur chamber will act exactly the same as a carbon chamber for neutron

measurements.

Another possible approach is to line a carbon chamber with a carbon-

sulphur mixture. A mixture of approximately 90$ sulphur, "10# carbon in



Table 3

Calculated Equations for the Tissue équivalent Wall-Tissue

Equivalent Gas Chamber (Based on Equation 3)

Neutron Energy

15 MoV

Cf spectrum

15 MeV with 10 cm water

Equation

D = 0.93 Xc R
n Re" n

D = 1.01 Xc Rn ? n

D = 0.95

For y-rays (from Equation 2) D O.96 Xc R
Re Y

Table

Calculated Equations for the Carbon - C0_ Chamber

Neutron Energy

15 MeV

Cf spectrum

15 MeV with 10 cm water

For Y-

Equation

D = 2.7 Xc S
n îte n

D = 11.1 Xc R
n Be" n

D =
n Re*

D = 0.96 X£ R
Y Re n



Table 5

Sensitivities of chambers to neutrons

Response per rod of neutrons, taking responses per rad of
60,

Co y-rays = 100 for each chamber

Conducting plastic
tissue-equivalent gas

Conducting plastic, air

Carbon, CO

Carbon, air

Carbon, argon

14 MeV neutrons

118.5 - 1.1

127.9 - 1.6

a is
26 i 4

is is

14 MeV neutrons
slowed by 10 cm

of water

117.6 - 1.2

106.9 i 0.5

14 * 6

ate

6 i 6

252Cf

106.3

82.1

14

11

neutrons

io.5

- 1.3

i6

ie
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in powder form which could be spread as a slurry was found to conduct

(though its resistance was high) when it had dried. When filled with

argon, such a chamber was found to have a lower neutron sensitivity

relative to its y-ray sensitivity than other chambers! though the very

powdery nature of the coating made this a delicate instrument.

The responses of the chambers to neutron irradiation are shown in Table

5, expressed as the equivalent Y-ray reading for 100 rads of neutrons - that

is> the number of Y-rav rads needed to give the same reading as 100 rads of

neutrons. The proportions of the readings due to y-rays has been subtracted,

assuming that 15 - 5$ of the dose from the l't- MeV neutron beam was due to

Y-rays, 28 - 5% of the dose of the beam after passing through water, and

31 - 5% of the 252Cf beam.

The result for the conducting plastic chamber in Cf is not a direct

measurement, as the only ionisation chamber thought tc be a reliable

calibration dosemeter in this radiation is the conducting plastic chamber

itself. It is therefore calculated from equation 3«

The figures show that the conducting plastic chamber filled with

tissue-equivalent gas has a fairly uniform sensitivity for different neutron

spectra, and is preferable to the air filled conducting plastic chamber,

which changes in sensitivity with different energy neutrons. The air filled

chamber could be used if the neutron spectrum was known.

The different gas fillings for the carbon chamber show that argon gives

the lowest neutron sensitivity, followed by carbon dioxide End air.. The

results obtained indicate that argon is the best filling for measuring y-rays.

The air filling, though convenient, gives a response that depends strongly on

neutron energy. Lining the chamber with a sulphur-carbon mixture gives an even

lower neutron sensitivity, but this has not been developed enough to give a

chamber robust enough for transfer dosimetry.
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Ionisation chambers can provide a good dosemeter for the total n + Y

dose» and a less good one for the y-Tay measurement. The main problem with

their use as transfer dosemeterG is that they are inconvenient, especially

if gas fillings are used. From the experiments carried out, a tissue

equivalent gas filled conducting plastic chamber with an argon filled carbon

chamber are the best pair for neutron dosimetry. However, these would cause

great problems if thoy wore to be poetud from country to country, about the

avaii.obility of the gases, and the reliability of measurements when the

equipment is set up and used by people unfamiliar with it. These problems

could be overcome if the equipment was taken to different centres by one

person used to it. The associated electronics can be made compact enough

to post or carry easily, k photograph of a suitable solid state electrometer,

and the ionization chamber complete with 12 metres of cable is shown in

fig. 22L. This equipment is small and light enough to be packed into a

suitcase that can be carried as hadn baggage on a commercial aircraft, and

has in fact been carried to the U.S. and back in this way. If the equipment

is to be used in this way, it is necessary to demonstrate that its gamma ray

sensitivity (i.e. the quantity Xç_ in equations 2 and 3) is sufficiently
Re

constant while away from base. In relation to the trip referred to, which

lasted for two weeks, it was found that groups of readings taken in Manchester

before leaving and after returning gave standard errors of less than 0.5% for

tissue equivalent and carbon-CO_ chambers.

This method of transport requires that suitable gas supplies be

available at the institution being visited. Using air filled chambers would

simplify transferring the dosemeters, but decrease the accuracy of the

measurements.

Conclusions

None of the dosemeters investigated provided a method of comparing

neutron dose standards between centres that was both convenient and accurate.
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The moet accurate methodJ usinft n pair of ionisation chambers, would make

B rather cumbersome transfer dosemetfir, but the most convenient dosemeters

were much too inaccurate for this kind of work.

Ferrous sulphate was not thought to be a useful transfer dosemeter for

two reasons» its long term instability, and its variation in sensitivity

with neutron energy. The increase in the scatter of the optical densities

with time would not be important if high doses (around 10,000 rads) could be

given» but the low dose rates of many neutron generators make doses of more

than 500 rads impractical. Also the G-value for neutrons varies from 8.9 -

0.6 for 14 MeV neutrons (Greene et al, 1973) to 6.1 - 1.5 for Californium

neutrons measured in water (Greene et al» 1973 (2)). The values for the

mixed neutron plus y-ray beams of- the three sources are very close, but this

is due to the high energy neutrons being accompanied by a small number of

Y-rayS) and the low energy neutrons being accompanied by more y-rays. This

is not something that always occurs (e.g. low energy neutrons from Van der Graaf

generators have little- r-ray contamination), so in practice the G-values for

neutron beams may very o/uite widely.

Lithium fluoride was found to be a good doseraeter for measuring y-rays

in the presence of neutrons if PTFE containers are used, and the high

temperature peak on the glow curve is not read out. No way was found of using

lithium fluoride to measure neutrons below 5 MeV, consistent with the terms

of this project. Similarly, photographic film could be used to measure y-ray

doses, but could not provide a useful neutron dosemeter.

Ionisation chambers provided the only dosemeter pair accurate enough

for these purposes. A. conducting plastic chamber filled with tissue-equivalent

gas gave the total neutron plus y-ray dose to an uncertainty of i 1%, or rather

less accurately when filled with air. A carbon-walled chamber was found to be

least sensitive to neutrons when filled with argon and would give the y-ray

dose to an uncertainty of î 10&, The best dosemeter pair found was therefore

a gas-filled conducting plastic ionisation chamber, with an argon-filled carbon
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chamber.
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